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All human beings are born free

and equal in dignity and rights.

They are endowed with reason and conscience

and should act towards one another in a spirit of
brotherhood.

Human Rights Charta, Article 1
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Dr. Rauni-Leena Luukanen-Kilde (1939 - 2015)

Public Health and Tropical Medicine Physician

and Social Activist.

Born in Finland, November 15, 1939

Lived in Norway from 1991

'Died' in Finland, February 8, 2015



Bachelor of Medicine 1964, Medical Doctor 1967, University of Turku, Finland 1964.
Diploma in Tropical Medicine, Karolinska Institute, Stockholm 1970.
Certificate of Social Medicine, Nordic School of Public Health, Sweden, 1972.
Diploma in Public Health (National Board of Health), Finland, 1974.
Diploma in Health Administration, 1980. Intern and resident University Hospital at
Turku and regional Hospital, Salo.
Member of Staff at various hospitals, 1969-1975.
Chief Physician, Pelkosenniemi-Savukoski Hospital, 1970-1972.
Physician at United Christian Hospital, Lahore, Pakistan, 1968.

Acting Director Environmental Health and Health Education, Finland,1978.
Chief Medical Officer, Lapland, 1975-1987.
Chief Medical Advisor, International Red Cross in Malaysia and Indonesia, 1979.
Chief delegate of Government of Finland, World Health Organization, Tropical
Medicine, Geneva, Switzerland, 1978-1979.

Member of Committee for Arctic Medical Research, Nordic Council, 1981-84.
Member of Advisory Board for International Association for Near-death studies,
Connecticut, USA, 1983.
Vice-President Academy for Clinical Close Encounter Therapies, California, USA.

International Bestseller: Author of "There is No Death" 1982, Literary Award 1983.

Member of Security Council, Lapland, 1975-1987.
Commodore, President Sailing Club, Lapland, 1976-1977.
Member of the Board of Red Cross, Lapland, 1965-1979.
President, Nursing College, Lapland, 1976-1987.
Recipient Travel Grants, National Board of Health, Finland, 1979- 1981.
Anniversary Medal, United Nations, Parapsychology Society, 1992.
Medal with Gold for Civil Defence, Finland, 1991.
Member of American Society for Psychical Research, 1983.
President and Founder of Parapsychological Association of Lapland, 1981-1986.
Member of the New York Academy of Sciences, 1992-1994.

Speaks 6 languages.
Honorary diploma from CAHRA (Citizens Against Human Rights Abuse), USA,
1999. Member of the Finnish Medical Association.
Member of the board of EUCACH (EU Coalition Against Covert Harassment) 2013
until her death, 2015.

(Extract: Who is Who - in the World, - in Science and Engineering,
- in Medicine and Health Care)
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Dear Friends,

What is the biggest secret in the world? Have you ever thought about
it?

It is to be a human being on this planet earth.

What is a human being?

Many of us, even doctors forget, that our body is 70 % water and our brain
is 87 % water. So what holds us together? ENERGY!

Energy according to Einstein never disappears but only changes its form.
Everything in the world is energy. It is this table. It is us. It’s anything.
Everything is vibration, frequencies and energy.

MIND Control

Lecture by Dr. Rauni Kilde

27th June, 2009, Switzerland, AZK
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And what is mind control?

Mind control means, that there are devices that can take over your brain.
They can make you mad. They can make you religious. They can make you
homosexual. They can change everything in you.

And what are these devices?

It is the military-industrial complex which has developed them, already in
about fifty/sixty years. But in a conference of Non-lethal weapon in Ettlingen
by Karlsruhe in May 2009 an American Colonial said that the first mind
control device was already developed 1801.

Generally the information that is given in the mass media to the public is at
least half a century old. When you hear about new academic findings, they
are always half a century old. But they are always presented and
represented as new technology.
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So what is the purpose of mind control taking over your body, your
brain, your behaviour?

It is to disrupt memory. It is to discredit people through aberrant behaviour
or to their sex patterns and to elicit information.

And what is the goal of mind control?

To program any individual, you and me and anybody; and to carry out any
mission of espionage or assassination against your will. And to control the
absolute behaviour and thought patterns of the individual.

The guise of National Security is used as an excuse. And this is an excuse
for illegal activities to cover up all the deeds to manipulate the opinions of
individuals. It is done with electromagnetic fields. It is also done with various
drugs, and it is done with psychological warfare.
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Part of the mind control is to survey you 24 hours 365 days a year. Both
physically and with electronic means. You can be filmed in your own home
through the walls, and they are using usually your neighbours, who have
been recruited.

You may think a friend has been a friend for fifty years ... he can be
recruited. You don’t know THEIR methods, and I come later to who THEY
are.

The drug-related mind control projects were under the direction of CIA and
US Navy. Already in 1952 CIA had a programme of implanting people their
teeth and their brain with electrons for surveillance and control.

So the military and secret services research is always at least two
generations ahead of academic research.
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To come back to the question what is a human being. There has been an
interesting survey already in 1985 about USA and European countries and
the psychic phenomena of human beings. In western Europe totally 32 %
claimed they had telepathic contacts, 20 % claimed clairvoyance and 28 %
of Europeans claimed to have contact with the energy of the dead.

In USA the figures were much higher: 58 % telepathy, 24 % clairvoyance
and 27 % contact with the energy of the dead. And a very strange,
surprising figure came from Iceland. 41 % of Icelanders claim contact with
the dead.

Now you can’t say that almost half of Icelanders are schizophrenic, can you.
Because that is what the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders, the psychiatry’s bible, claimed until 1994.
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Now, when we think of mind control methods – It is done by satellites and
shuttles. For instance the space shuttles were tested for mind control and
weather engineering.

Defence News noted during a check out of the laser machine pulses
emanating from Discovery at the rate of 10 beams/sec. (They were sending
from the laser machine which was in the space shuttle pulses of 10 beams/
sec.)

And those 10 pulses/sec is within the frequency in the human brains alpha
wave branch and this can be called mind-zapping. So motion, emotion and
behaviour can be directed by electronic forces, and human beings can be
controlled like robots.

The European parliament has warned of these dangers already in January,
1999. Awareness of the existence of mind control technology and its
dangers and possible misuse, it seems to be more prevalent in Europe than
elsewhere.
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The European parliament resolution on the environment, security and
foreign policy includes these articles:

Article 26 calls on the European Union to seek to have the new ‘non-lethal’
weapon technology (They are, by the way, lethal but they call it non-lethal.)
and the development of new arms strategies also covered and regulated by
international conventions.

Article 27 says to HAARP (High Frequency Active Auroral Research
Project) in Alaska – officially the University of Alaska is investigating
Ionosphere, but actually it is a project of US Navy and Air Force – there is a
global concern for legal, ecological and ethical implications.

Article 30 calls for an international convention introducing a global ban on
all research and development of weapons which might enable any form of
manipulation of human beings.

The United States, of course, ignores these resolutions, and it does not
obey international laws.

Also, in Norway, many may not know it; we have a mini HAARP at the
northernmost tip of Norway, 50 kilometres from the Russian border. And of
course also used for mind control just as HAARP. It is not just to investigate
the Ionosphere, the atmosphere.
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European parliament, Report on the environment, security
and foreign policy, Committee on Foreign Affairs,

Security and Defence Policy

14th January, 1999 (Excerpt)

Legal aspects of military activities

26. Calls on the European Union to seek to have the new 'non-lethal'
weapons technology and the development of new arms strategies also
covered and regulated by international conventions;

27. Considers HAARP (High Frequency Active Auroral Research
Project) by virtue of its farreaching impact on the environment to be a
global concern and calls for its legal, ecological and ethical
implications to be examined by an international independent body
before any further research and testing; regrets the repeated refusal
of the United States Administration to send anyone in person to give
evidence to the public hearing or any subsequent meeting held by its
competent committee into the environmental and public risks
connected with the high Frequency Active Auroral Research Project
(HAARP) programme currently being funded in Alaska;
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28. Requests the Scientific and Technological Options Assessment
(STOA) Panel to agree to examine the scientific and technical
evidence provided in all existing research findings on HAARP to
assess the exact nature and degree of risk that HAARP poses both to
the local and global environment and to public health generally;

29. Calls on the Commission, in collaboration with the governments of
Sweden, Finland, Norway and the Russian Federation, to examine the
environmental and public health implications of the HAARP
programme for Arctic Europe and to report back to Parliament with its
findings;

30. Calls in particular for an international convention for a global ban
on all research and development, whether military or civilian, which
seeks to apply knowledge of the chemical, electrical, sound vibration
or other functioning of the human brain to the development of
weapons which might enable any form of manipulation of human
beings, including a ban on any actual or possible deployment of such
systems;
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Mind control subliminal messages are carried out on radio frequency
broadcasts. They can also be used through your telephone lines and
electrical lines in your home.

They use different frequencies for different results. For instance 15 Hertz
are used against the auditory cortex and that is sound which by passes the
ears. You don’t need ears to hear. You need the brain. 25 Hertz are used
against the visual cortex. Images for the brain without your eyes. 20 Hertz
are directed to your thought centre imposes subconscious thoughts which
you think are your own.
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It is very dangerous actually to reveal information about mind control
because that is the biggest secret besides who is the human being.

I’ve been to international conferences trying to give information on mind
control. When I once in Finland for a psychiatric conference used the word
‘Mind Control’ as the title, it was rejected. Then I changed the title and gave
it in as ‘Neuro-electromagnetic Telecommunication and Cybernetics’ at the
International Medicine conference, it was accepted.

Isn’t that strange. It’s a play of words. When you know what words to use
you get through and if you use the false words you don’t.

Probably this report, the year 2000, was the first one in a scientific
conference. I got it through only because I knew the Military Medical
General of Finland and he did not know anything about mind control.

Objectives of Neuro-electromagnetic Telecommunication are behaviour
modification and influencing of bodily and mental functions and emotions
remotely through satellites and through data (computers). Astronauts and
Cosmonauts were always and are implanted with microchips, so that all
their body functions, feelings, dreams and subconscious could be seen on
earth.
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Today the speed of super computers as I know it is 180 Trillion bits/sec. I’m
sure, they are much, much faster. But that is the figure that has been
revealed. And what is revealed, remember, is fifty years old. Our brain
speed is 5.000 bits/sec, so we are no match to any computer.

If you think that a couple of years ago in California a super computer was
asking for Human Rights, to be accepted as a human. (Of course it was
much more intelligent than the judges or anybody around.) The request was
rejected. But now the latest information was it is trying again, this conscious
so-called conscious computer to ask for Human Rights in Florida.

When you think of our future and our children this technology has to be
stopped somehow. Otherwise, the next generation is 100 % biological
robots listening to the orders from the computers.

We be very surprised to see reports all over the world about the school
shootings and shootings at shopping centres; because they are done
through young men with mind control. They are using technology, so called
Delta programming, whereby the shooter kills himself after the killings.
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Now – who is behind this evilness?

In Ettlingen, in the 'non-lethal' weapons conference, an American Colonel
gave a report and said who are THEY.

We say ... they do this; they kill, they are surveilling ...Who are they?

He showed it like this, a square. In the middle was the New World Order, on
the right side was the Star of David with an Illuminati sign. On the other side
were CIA, FBI and British Intelligence services. THEY ARE THEM!

And maybe you can say they have always been there – and always will, if
nobody stops them. FBI former director J. Edgar Hoover, who was the
director in FBI for 48 years, said the individual is handicapped by coming
Face to Face with a conspiracy so monstrous he cannot believe it exists.

And in 1913 already President Woodrow Wilson said: “Some of the biggest
men in the United States, in the field of commerce and manufacture, are
afraid of something. They know that there is a power somewhere so
organized, so subtle, so watchful, so interlocked, so complete, so pervasive
that they had better not speak above their breath when they speak in
condemnation of it.”
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The electronic mind weapons are worst than atom bombs, because you
can’t see them. You can feel them in your body, but you can’t prove they
exist as a normal individual because they are used silently through the
walls.

They use silent hypnosis. All of the sudden you think of something and you
may not be aware the thought was induced to you.

All the governments in the western world deny their existence. But these
weapons do cause illnesses like cancer, Alzheimer’s and just about any
other disease especially brain tumours, strokes and heart attacks.

Now in Norway they say every third person is going to die of cancer. Every
third! In Oslo, there are already hundreds of young people under thirty who
have Alzheimer’s, Senility.

Of course that comes from mobile phones, but you can’t prove it. Some kind
of proof maybe is that: A friend of mine had a brain tumour operated
successfully. She had an eight-year-old boy whom the father gave a mobile
phone as a Christmas present. I said then “Are you crazy – your wife has
had just a brain tumour, and you are giving the child a mobile.” The boy
listened to what I said and guess what he said. He said: “There is only one
boy in our class doesn’t have a mobile, and he is the son of a director in
Nokia.” So that is not a scientific proof but it is proof enough for me, anyway.

Also when we think over human being, so we don’t differ so much from the
Americans or Russians or Chinese. But the safety standards for popular
exposure (RF Elektromagnetic Fields) are very different in different
countries. In eastern block countries and in the Soviet Union it was only 10
mT/cm³. In Australia it is 200 mT/cm³. In UK and in USA it is 10.000 mT/cm³.
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Now, why is this?

You can answer it by asking who controls the US and UK to that extend.

The National Security Agency in the USA through its Echelon satellites they
can harass people, writers and whistleblowers especially, through the
satellites worldwide. They can spot you anywhere. They know exactly that
I’m here. They hear every word that I say and if they want, they can just
send a beam and I become unconscious or die.

They have killed some of my friends who knew too much as I do. They killed
both my parents, trying to shut me up. But I told my mother, when she asked
“Rauni stop, please.” “If I stop, they won’t and I feel it is my mission to
expose as much information as I can.”
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But it is not easy. My house has been robbed over 300 times and the police
does nothing. The police help them. I’ve been hit unconsciously, taking by
ambulance to the hospital. I’ve been poisoned through the air ducts in my
own home, and I’m surveilled 24 hours, 365 days.

But there is something that they don’t know. When I went to the police chief,
then they started harassing me over 10 years ago, I said: “I come from
Finland, and 200 Million Russians in the winter war could not take four
Million Fins. This is my winter war. I’m not afraid of you.”

Because the thing is, then you know that there is no death, you can’t
be afraid of anything.
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And again it comes to the question – what is a human being?

I came to this path through Parapsychology, Ufology and now Mind Control.
And I started experimenting than I was reading American literature, already
in the Fifties. I’ve read that a person, actually any person can release his or
her energy body away from the physical body.

At that time I was Chief Medical Officer of Lapland. I lay in my bed, naked
with my legs cocked, and I started concentrating on my energy, trying to
release it from the body. And all of the sudden I started vibrating as if there
were radio waves coming from my feet towards my brain. Then there was a
short black out and an exact copy looking like skim milk was hovering about
my physical, also having the legs cocked.

So I started watching from above my physical body. I saw I was breathing
very, very slowly. I worked also as an anaesthetist, so I can count 60
seconds. I started counting. My body was breathing ten times a minute.
Twenty times a minute is normal. And then I put my astral, my energy body,
down and with the hand of the astral body I took my pulse of the physical
like a doctor. And the pulse was 32 beats/min – it should be 60.



So I got scared and, like men in war ask for their mothers, I said in my
thoughts “Oh mother help me.” But the thought was in my energy body, not
in the physical. The physical body was like a corpse. And than I had said
“Mother help me”, I suddenly was about 800 kilometres south in Helsinki,
the capital of Finland. And I saw my mother in the living room with my niece.
They were talking, but I couldn’t hear the words. Anyway, I knew it was not
important.

So then I thought “What is happing? Where is my sister?” – because my
mother is babysitting my niece. And immediately my consciousness was
transferred to a cocktail party and there I saw my sister flirting with a family
friend. I looked around, I couldn’t see her husband. Then I wanted to go
home, 800 kilometres to Lapland. And I did – in a second. And there I was
again, hovering over my physical body which was laying there all the time.

While I was making this astral trip, I was just like a ball of light.
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Then I was hovering above my body I started feeling sick, like sea sickness.
I was afraid that I would maybe vomit and thought, if I vomit over this body
maybe I would suffocate.

So then I just concentrated that I want to get back – and zap, I was back in
my body which was still and stiff.

The next morning I called my parents. My father took the phone. I asked
him, “What did my mother do at 8 pm last night.” And he said, “I can’t tell
you because it is a Christmas gift for you.” And I told him I had seen my
mother was sewing a long, green dress with flowers.

So everything that I had seen I could verify. My father said to me, when I told
him what had happened, “Don’t ever tell anybody. They think you are crazy.”

Then I called my sister. I said, “What were you doing last night?” She said
she could not remember. “Where was your husband?” I asked. “He was on
a business trip in middle Finland”, she answered. So I said: “You were on a
cocktail party with Mr. X.” “Don’t interfere in my affairs,” she replied.

So again, it’s not a legal proof but it is a proof for me what shows that man
is a mind, not a body. It’s like a car and a driver. We always concentrate on
the car, on the body. Now, if the car crashes, the driver gets out and later
maybe buys a new car, a new colour, a new model. That is exactly what
happens to a human being when we so-called die.
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We have reports from 30 years back about so-called Near Death
Experiences. When you are in a car crash or you are in a surgery and your
heart stops for a short period and your astral body, your energy body, gets
out – this is called a Near Death Experience. You didn’t die but almost died.

Everybody who has it, in whatever culture, they feel they are going through
a dark tunnel towards the light. And according to their religion they meet
someone. In Europe mostly we are Lutheran or Catholic, so you meet a
figure looking like Jesus. If you are a Muslim, you see Mohammed. A
Buddhist sees Buddha. And if you don’t have any religion, you just see a
light.

And that light tells you ... and think now what your answer would be because
you are going to ask this question, some day ...

What have you done with your life?
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And from the second you were born in this body to that moment you will
leave the body everything reappears like a film. And in this moment, you
judge yourself – nobody else.

And the judging is based on the questions: How much have you loved
(unconsciously)? How much have you helped others? How much have you
forgiven? Etc. …

These are very different categories from what we are normally thinking
about. It means nothing what your title is or who you are or what you have
done; except mentally in a positive way to other people. And then you see
your deceased family and friends who all might tell you: “Your time is not
out, you have to go back.” And nobody, really nobody want to go back, but
they have to because they haven’t completed their mission on this earth yet.
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Someone may ask – what is my mission. How do I know it?

It’s what ever you do trying to help other people. And I would say, one of the
greatest missions on this earth is to be a housewife for the children.

And why is that?

Because a housewife, a mother only gives love. And that is the greatest
mission on the whole planet here – to give a lot of Love.

And it is very strange people think always, when accidents happen, that if
they had not taken that plane that crashed they wouldn’t have died.

We don’t take in consideration that, before we were born into this body of
ours, all our biggest happenings of life here on earth we have accepted –
for our lessons and learnings of our consciousness. Because
consciousness is eternal.

Therefore, we can never die, and therefore we can be influenced also with
mind control methods from outside. To protect ourselves from outside
negative influence, number one is the awareness that this technology exist.

Because the mind, the energy of the people is the biggest power in the
world.

Do you remember the Yugoslavian situation then NATO was bombing it for
three days? Nothing happened until thousands and thousands of people
went to the streets. Their energy changed the situation.
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When you think of the circumstances, we have here – some people die
young, some get out of their body but can’t die, some become very old. It
depends on the lessons and learnings that their circle has.

I will give you an example. I have been in deathly situations many, many
times. For instance, I was in Ibiza and rented a motor bike, and thought I
can drive like I did then I was fifteen. I put it on a full blast and instead of
going straight, it went straight up in the air. And I start falling down and
thought “That’s it.” But something strange happened. It stopped in the mid-
air, according to the laws of physics this is impossible and made a ninety
degree turn and fell down. I’m sure, some sort of positive energy interfered.

A similar situation happened to me in Lapland where I was inspecting a
hospital. I was driving with 100 km/h as an elk jumped from the woods
towards my car. He stood one meter up in front of me and I thought we are
now going to collide together. It weighed four hundred to six hundred kilos.
And then there came an invisible energy between the elk and my car and
threw it back to the woods. It landed on four feet, was shaking and
wondering what has happened and went off.

That just shows that you cannot die until your mission is over. Somebody
always, always protects you. There are many other examples which shows
that every one of us has the path to go. And that path, remember, you have
accepted.

So when something negative happens, the first questions is: What do
I learn about this?
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I will tell you one more thing that taught me that obedience to the universe
is very important. I was going to New York to listen to David Bohm at the
American Society for Psychical Research. At this time I have started
automatic writing. Automatic writing is when you go into trance and
something, an energy, takes over your hand and your writing.

My deceased grandmother claimed to be the person who influences me in
writing. And my writing said, “You are not going to go to New York.” I
thought, “Why not, I’ve paid the ticket.” And the writing said, “You trying to
change your destiny and right now it is not possible.”

So, what happened: On the 9th of March 1995 I jumped into the car go
skiing, a few days before I should go to New York. It was snowing and the
road was slippery. A bus was driving behind me. Suddenly I started sliding,
and the last thing I thought was, “I hope it doesn’t crash me.” And that was
exactly what happened.

The bus driver behind me was a teacher with forty kids on board and had to
make the decision to run over me or crash into the woods. Then I woke up
after being unconscious for about half an hour, I saw a little entity (Approx.
80 centimetres) giving a Prana treatment to me, to my body.

I couldn’t understand what he was doing and who he was. I had never seen
a being like that. It looked like an E.T., an extraterrestrial. Then the
ambulance came and picked me up, I told them, “Take this one too to the
ambulance.” They looked at me strangely and considered that I had
hallucinations.

I was so badly hurt that I was sick for two years and of course I did not fly to
New York.
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So one can ask: Why did this happen?

I asked the automatic writing for a month and eventually I got an answer.
The text said, “You still have not learned the lesson of obedience. You would
have died if we hadn’t interfered. We are giving you a new chance to do your
life work.”

So there are very, very strong energies in the universe, and we all can get
help if we want to. We just have to ask. And if somebody is dying of cancer
or whatever disease you can be sure that, even if that would be induced, it
is in your destiny.

To sum it up – because there are many, many stories and I know many of
you have such experiences. According to Gallup 67 % of the people in
different countries have paranormal experiences of telepathy, clairvoyance
and contact with the dead.
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And to think of those who negatively try to destroy us.

The elite has plans to get rid of 2/3 of world population with electronic
warfare, chemical warfare, psychological warfare.

The only way I think we can stop them, because none of us want our
children to be robots for super computers and the elite; the only way to do
it is to send Love and Light.

It’s maybe very difficult sometimes when they harass you extensively, but I
would urge all of you to send Love and Light – to them and to our planet
Earth. At least one minute a day. One minute a day is not much.

And there are only two things, I want you to remember - forever: There is
no death and we are not alone in the universe – and Love and Light is
the answer.

Thank you.
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Microwave
Mind Control

Modern Torture and Control mechanisms
eliminating

Human Rights and Privacy

by Dr. Rauni Kilde, 1999

HELSINGIN SANOMAT, the largest newspaper in Scandinavia, wrote on
September 9, 1999 issue that Scientific American magazine estimates that
after the Millennium perhaps ALL people will be implanted with a 'DNA
microchip'.

How many people realise what it actually means?

Total loss of privacy and total outside control of the person's physical body
functions, mental, emotional and thought processes, including the
implanted person's subconscious and dreams! For the rest of his life!

It sounds like science fiction but it is secret military and intelligence
agencies' mind control technology, which has been experimented with for
almost half a century. Totally without the knowledge of the general public
and even the general academic population.
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Supercomputers in Maryland, Israel and elsewhere with a speed of over 20
BILLION bits/sec can monitor millions of people simultaneously. In fact, the
whole world population can be totally controlled by these secret brain-
computer interactions, however unbelievable it sounds for the uninformed.

Human thought has a speed of 5,000 bits/sec and everyone understands
that our brain cannot compete with supercomputers acting via satellites,
implants, local facilities, scalar or other forms of biotelemetry.

Each brain has a unique set of bioelectric resonance/entrainment
characteristics. Remote neural monitoring systems with supercomputers
can send messages through an implanted person's nervous system and
affect their performance in any way desired. They can of course be tracked
and identified anywhere.

Neuro-electromagnetic involuntary human experimentation has been going
on with the so-called 'vulnerable population' for about 50 years, in the name
of 'science' or 'national security' in the worst Nazi-type testing, contrary to
all human rights. Physical and psychological torture of mind control victims
today is like the worst horror movies. Only, unlike the horror movies, it is
true.
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It happens today in the USA, Japan, and Europe. With few exceptions,
the mass media suppresses all information about the entire topic.

Mind control technology in the USA is classified under 'non-lethal'
weaponry. The name is totally misleading because the technology used IS
lethal, but death comes slowly in the form of 'normal' illnesses, like cancer,
leukaemia, heart attacks, Alzheimer's disease with loss of short term
memory first. No wonder these illnesses have increased all over the world.

When the use of electromagnetic fields, extra-low (ELF) and ultra-low (ULF)
frequencies and microwaves aimed deliberately at certain individuals,
groups and even the general population to cause diseases, disorientation,
chaos and physical and emotional pain breaks into the awareness of the
general population, a public outcry is inevitable.
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European parliament, Report on the environment, security
and foreign policy, Committee on Foreign Affairs,

Security and Defence Policy

14th January, 1999 (Excerpt)

'Non-lethal' weapons

So-called 'non-lethal' weapons are not a new type of weapon but have
existed for many years in such forms as water cannons, rubber bullets
and tear gas. However, at the present time, more and more advanced
weapon techniques have been developed which are labelled non-
lethal despite the fact that they can cause extensive damage and even
result in invalidity or death.

Both material and antipersonnel technologies have been developed.
One example is acoustic weapons which are capable of confusing and
disorientating and thereby neutralising an enemy by producing a low
level of sound, known as infra-sound. Other examples are adhesive
foam and blinding lasers. Chemicals which discolour water can affect
both agriculture and the population. With the aid of electromagnetic
beams it is possible to knock out the enemy's computer, navigation
and communication systems. Non-lethal weapons can also be used
against a country's infrastructure and authorities, bring the railway
system to a standstill or cause chaos in a country's financial world.
What these weapons have in common is that they are intended to
delay, obstruct and overcome a potential enemy at 'strategic level’.
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The fact that these different types of weapon are all categorised as
non-lethal is seriously misleading and deluding. The term 'non-lethal'
is intended to portray these weapons as more humane than
conventional weapons - but there are no humane weapons. The use
of any type of weapon involves a risk of injury or death, which is of
course the purpose of weapons. 'Non-lethal' weapons tend to be used
at an early stage of a conflict and may actually serve as a catalyst for
the conflict. The use of violence by soldiers and police may increase
because the weapons appear to be less dangerous. The inherent risk
is that these weapons reduce the threshold for the use of violence to
settle conflicts.

The aim is to neutralise the enemy without sustained suffering and
without fatalities. But how and against whom 'non-lethal' weapons are
used is an important consideration in terms of the implications of these
weapons. A weapon that can render a soldier harmless, may injure or
even kill a child or an elderly person. The distance from which they are
fired and in what quantity are other factors with a bearing on the
effects of the weapon. By way of comparison, conventional weapons
result in 'only' 25% mortality.

Non-lethal weapons are used as an effective aid in modern warfare,
either independently or in conjunction with conventional weapons. For
example, the USA used radiofrequent weapons in the Gulf War to
knock out Iraq's energy system, despite not knowing the antipersonnel
effects of RF weapons. Non-lethal weapons should, therefore, not be
regarded as separate from a lethal system but rather as a component
thereof. The development of non-lethal weapons increases both their
options. The result is therefore greater use of force rather than the
opposite. 'Non-lethal' weapons do not result in non-lethal conflicts.
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As a wider range of non-lethal weapons are developed, the military,
police and politicians become more and more interested in testing how
they work. Non-lethal weapons must not be used as an instrument of
political interference and dominance of the northern over the southern
countries.

There is no effective legislation governing non-lethal weapons. Only a
small number of non-lethal weapons and techniques can be banned
through the interpretation of various arms control regulations, e.g.
adhesive foam (which was used in Somalia and Bosnia). Certain types
of laser (which blind people) have also been restricted in the
Convention on Certain Conventional Weapons. Biological toxins (e.g.
salmonella and other bacteria) are banned by the Biological Weapons
Convention. Several of these weapons may have serious
environmental implications. International law must therefore be
strengthened to regulate the new weapons which are under constant
development.

The International Red Cross Committee's Cyrus project could be used
in the absence of other reliable international standards for non-lethal
weapons. The Cyrus project has classified and established criteria for
conventional weapons in relation to mortality, invalidity, necessary
treatment, blood supply, etc. The European Union should pursue a
policy to extend international conventions to cover new weapons
technologies and the development of new arms strategies.
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Who is behind a sinister plan to microchip and control and torture the
general population?

The Patent Office of the U.S.A. has granted patents for purposes of mental
monitoring and mind alteration.

Apparatus and method for remotely monitoring and altering brainwaves,
methods for inducing mental, emotional and physical states of
consciousness, in human beings. Method of and apparatus for desired
states of consciousness are among some of them.

People who have been implanted, involuntarily or through deception
voluntarily have become biological robots and guinea pigs for this activity
under the guise of national security.

The real consequences of microchip implantation (or with today's advanced
hidden technology, using only microwave radiation for mind control), are
totally hidden from the public.

How many know the real dangers of microwaves through mobile phones?
How many believe the disinformation that microwave radiation is not
causing health problems? The economic issues in the mobile-phone
industry are enormous. Therefore, health issues are deliberately brushed
aside.

However, the same thing is inevitable in the future as with the tobacco
industry. When economic compensation for health damages becomes big
enough, as in the tobacco industry, health hazards will be admitted and
users are then responsible for their tobacco-related illnesses.
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Today, already about 50% of Finns, Swedes and Norwegians use mobile
phones, especially the young population.

Mobile phones used in mind control was a brilliant idea. Military and police
agencies can follow every user, influence their thoughts through
microwaves, cause healthy people to hear voices in their heads and if
needed burn their brains in a second by increasing the current 20,000
times.

That probably happened to the Chechen leader General Dudayev who died
talking to a mobile phone.

Heating effect of tissues with the speed of light is a known effect of high
power microwave and electromagnetic pulse weapons.

According to Navy studies they also cause fatigue states, depression,
insomnia, aggressiveness, long and especially short-term memory loss,
short catatonic states, cataracts, leukaemia, cancer, heart attacks, brain
tumours and so forth.

Alteration of behaviour and attitudes has been demonstrated as well.
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Dr. Ross Adey has found out that by using 0.75 milliwatt per square
centimetre intensity of a pulse modulated microwave at a frequency of 450
MHz it is possible to control ALL aspects of human behaviour!

Microwave radiation excites the hydrogen bond in the cells and can
interfere with meiosis, which leads to tumours.

All our emotions, moods, and thoughts have a specific brain frequency
which has been catalogued. If these records fall into the wrong hands, our
behaviour and attitudes can be manipulated by persons whose ethics and
morals are not in our best interest.

Both military and intelligence agencies have been infiltrated with such
persons. The Director of the Swiss Secret Service had to resign in
September 1999 because of his agency's involvement in illegal arms deals
and a plan to create an ORGANISATION within the legal Secret Service.

This globally infiltrated organisation has 'octopus type' activities in all major
intelligence services in the world, working together with the Mafia and
terrorists. It has recruited people from all important government institutions,
state and local administrations.

It owns Star Wars technology which is used against military and
civilian populations, claiming it is 'non-lethal' weaponry.
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'Down and out' people, jobless, freed prisoners, mental outpatients,
students and orphans are trained by this organisation to harass, follow, and
torture innocent people, who for whatever reason have been put on the
organisation's hit list. They are ALREADY in every apartment block!

Deception is the name of the game, so recruits are told untrue sinister
stories of their victims to keep them motivated. They have a military order
and get rewarded for their evil actions, which include Satanism, and
symbols and yellow-orange-black colours. However, fresh recruits must
wear pink – and the highest elite wears yellow ties with dark suits. Even
dashes of yellow or orange in their ties may signal their recruitment as well
as yellow shirts or other objects with that colour for signalling.

Too many world leaders fit into this signalling. However, it is quite possible
they are only used as fronts for this global organisation without any
knowledge of its criminal activity in the field against innocent people. Mass
media and big industry are also infiltrated.
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Who are the targets?

Experimentation with soldiers and prisoners may continue, as well as
handicapped children, mental patients, homosexuals and single women.
They are still experimental guinea pigs for electronic and chemical warfare.
But today ANYONE can become a target, even those who invented the
system.

Researchers who find out about this secret radiation of the population
become targets themselves.

The U.S. Senate discussed the issue on January 22, 1997. The U.S. Air
Force's 'Commando Solo' aircraft have been used to send subliminal radio-
frequency messages to manipulate even the minds of foreign nations in
their elections. Haiti and Bosnia are a couple of recent examples.

In July 1994 the U.S. Department of Defense proposed the use of 'non-
lethal' weapons against anyone engaged in activities the DoD opposes.

Thus opposing political views, economic competitors, counterculture
individuals and so forth can be beamed to sickness or death.
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The Psychiatric Diagnostic Statistical Manual (DSM) for mental disorders
has been a brilliant cover up operation in 18 languages to hide the atrocities
of military and intelligence agencies' actions towards their targets.

THE MANUAL LISTS ALL MIND CONTROL ACTIONS AS SIGNS OF
PARANOID SCHIZOPHRENIA.

If a target is under surveillance with modern technology via TV, radio,
telephone, loudspeakers, lasers, microwaves, poisoned with mind altering
drugs via air ducts, giving familiar smells which cause headache, nausea
and so forth, if he claims his clothes are poisoned, his food or tap water as
well – all medical schools teach their students that the person is paranoid,
ESPECIALLY if he believes intelligence agencies are behind it all.

Never is the medical profession told that these are routine actions all over
the world by intelligence agencies against their targets. Thus, victims of
mind control are falsely considered mentally ill and get no help since they
are not believed and their suffering is doubled by ignorant health
professionals.
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The unethical abuses of power by individuals in charge of biomedical
telemetry are incomprehensible to normal people.

The goal of mind control is to program an individual to carry out any mission
of espionage or assassination even against their will and self preservation
instinct and to control the absolute behaviour and thought patterns of the
individual.

The purpose of mind control is to disrupt memory, discredit people through
aberrant behaviour, to make them insane or to commit suicide or murder.

How is it possible that this technology is not stopped by political top
authorities?

They themselves will also be targets someday, a fact they have not always
realised. How much are they involved?
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This year the 1999 European Parliament in 'Resolution on Environment,
Security, and Foreign Policy', in paragraphs 26, 27, and 30 calls for 'non-
lethal' weapons technology and development of new arms strategies to be
covered and regulated by international conventions.

Also, it calls for an international convention introducing a GLOBAL BAN on
all developments and deployments of weapons which might enable ANY
FORM OF MANIPULATION OF HUMAN BEINGS.

Project HAARP in Alaska is a global concern, and calls for its legal,
ecological, and ethical implications to be examined by an international
independent body before any further research and testing.

It is possible that the USAwill ignore those resolutions. The dangers of 'non-
lethal' mind control weapons were already revealed in an expert meeting of
the International Committee of the Red Cross in Geneva, in July 1994.
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Only increased public awareness of the microchip implants, their frightful
consequences to privacy by influencing of individuals' thoughts and actions,
causing people to become biological robots with physical and emotional
pain whenever the supercomputer technician so wishes, is enough reason
to refuse to take the chip into your body for whatever reason.

It is the biggest threat to humanity and the most sinister plan to
enslave the human race forever.

If you have a choice and want to remain a normal human being with privacy,
do not have your children nor yourself implanted with a DNA microchip.
Otherwise your vision, hearing, sensing, thoughts, dreams and
subconscious will be influenced by an outsider, who does not have your
best interests in mind.

MICROWAVE MIND CONTROL WITH 'NON-LETHAL' WEAPONS IS THE
BIGGEST CRIME IN THE HISTORY OF MANKIND AGAINST THE
POPULATION OF PLANET EARTH. IT MUST BE STOPPED BY ALL
PEOPLES OF THIS GLOBE.
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Pentagon’s Brain System

by Dr. Rauni Kilde, 2014

One of the reasons why remote control of the brain is unknown for the public
is that it is listed among military secrets. It was something that the leading
U.S. politician Dennis J. Kucinich experienced when he, in the Congress
tried to regulate the U.S. international supercomputer control system. That
which uses radiation to influence whole nations, both presidents and the
man walking down the street, no matter where in the world he is.

Congressman Kucinich presented the bill H.R. 2977 on October 2, 2001,
and stated: “By using land based, sea based and space based systems,
with electromagnetic, psychotronic, sound, laser or other energies directed
at individual persons or targeted population for the purpose of information
war, mood management, or mind control ... any biological function or brain
process can be directed. With these invisible systems anything from civil
war to the modeling of individuals can be engineered."
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But Kucinich’s law proposal was scrutinised by the military and it wasn’t
allowed to progress. What was called for military secrets could not be
presented in a Bill in the Congress.

One should also be aware that satellite systems can be used to change the
weather, harvests and any other biological process in nature or in human
beings and that was also disclosed.

The bill included the notion 'exotic weapon systems', and Kucinich
described them as: “The term exotic weapon systems include weapons to
damage the space or the natural eco system, the ionic sphere or the upper
atmosphere, or the climate with the aim to induce destruction for an
exposed population or a specific region on the earth, or in space.”

It might be a great surprise to learn that the U.S. is involved in an unseen
war against nations and bringing about destruction in different regions on
the Earth. These processes of destruction can influence a nation’s harvests,
climate, the health of people, its mentality or mood or any other desired
factor or variable.

But there were further military secrets exposed forcing Kucinich to withdraw
the bill. This was some years before the first big tsunami in our time and
Kucinich mentioned that both earthquakes and tsunamis could be
generated by ray weapons and suggested that it must be prohibited to affect
the Earth’s tectonic system. It is when these eco systems in the Earth’ crust
weaken that the most damaging earthquakes and tsunamis occur.
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The US, as well as other superpowers, started to develop these systems
long before any satellite was launched. From the 1980s the U.S. Air Force’s
satellites were radiating the entire Earth with the frequencies 137 and 138
MHz. This still goes on day and night, and even though the frequencies
might have shifted to higher wavelengths it’s a type of brainwashing, an
aggression generating stimuli all life on Earth is subjected to.

The U.S. Air Force published in 1996 a report with the title: 'Information
Operations – A New War Fighting Capability'. Brain system’s applications
were discussed under the concept 'human-computer systems', and it was
declared that supercomputers and bio-technology offered an interaction
where all desired information can be retrieved. "The human-computer
systems integration is a vital lead in the final technological area. Human
systems and bio-technology offer the potential to create a seamless flow of
information between human and computer ... .”

Further down in the document it was mentioned that the controller could
connect his brain to other people or sources regardless of geographic
location. ”Mastering these technologies will allow users to select information
for direct input into their brains.”

All this is done via the most advanced surveillance system ever created and
is challenging everyone’s integrity and security. Supercomputers can
supersede people’s own right to live with their own brain functions,
behaviour or mood.
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During the 50 years since the brain programme with behaviour technology
was initiated, a lot of protests have occurred, details of which have not yet
been published in mass media.

One of the best came a few years ago from the European Commission's
Ethical Board (EGE), chaired by Swedish professor Goran Hermerén. They
issued 'Ethical Aspects of ICT-implants in the Human Body', 16 March 2005.
(ICT stands for Information-Communication-Technology and includes
everything from electrodes to biochips, implanted by the Health services.)

The declaration took up the abuse of human beings in medical research, for
behavioural manipulation, brain experiments and control of people.

They asked what threat the military was against society, democracy, and
human autonomy when these implants are in our brains and proceeded to
give an idea of the intended scope: "Brain-computer interface or direct brain
control takes information from the brain and externalises it ... . How far can
such implants be a threat to human autonomy particularly when they are
implanted in our brains?”

The EU's
Brain Project

by Dr. Rauni Kilde
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The document asked: "How far can ICT implants give an individual, or a
group, specific capabilities that could become a threat to society?”

Under the heading 'Implants for which special caution is necessary', they
stated: “ICT implants influencing the nervous system and particularly the
brain and thus influence the human identity as a species, as well as
individual subjectivity and autonomy”, and they requested the determining
question that this changed our nature as human beings: “Contemporary
society is confronted with changes that have to do with the anthropological
essence of individuals,” and raised the matter of whether we are extinct
when implanted and without free will: “Does a human being cease to be
such a ’being’ in cases where some parts of his or her body – particularly
the brain – are substituted and/or supplemented by ICT implants?”

This is the most totalitarian project to have ever been developed
anywhere on Earth.
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A couple of years ago, the British magazine, The Economist, published the
article 'The Future of Mind Control' and said that the brain researchers and
their uncontrolled projects were the greatest threat to humanity. “People
already worry about genetics. They should worry about brain science too."

"Yet when it comes to neuroscience, no government or treaty stops
anything. Ignoring a possibility does not make it go away. If asked to guess
which group of scientists is most likely to be responsible, one day, for
overturning the essential nature of humanity, most people might suggest
geneticists. In fact, neuro technology poses a greater threat – and also a
more immediate one ... .”

When thoughts, perceptions and brain functions are no longer one's own,
we have left the essence of human beings and become a kind of biological
component of the state and those with power over us: “The use of ICT
implants in order to have a remote control over the will of people should be
strictly prohibited ... ."
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The Swedish Defense Research Institution declares in their programmes
that their aim is to control people’s cognitive functions for a life time. The
New York Times has published three political editorials about the threat and
demanded a public debate on the issue – editorials which most people have
never heard of. In their latest one 'Control CIA Not Behavior' they saw it
necessary to hold these state institutions responsible for their actions.

European Council expressed the obvious: "The unlimited freedom for some
can be a danger to others' health and safety ... The freedom to use implants
in bodies; that principle of freedom can collide with potentially negative
social effects ... ."

This is a state programme that far exceeds racism and all forms of
totalitarian development. It is a policy with cannibalistic overtones, designed
to transform both people and society; a state programme, the European
Commission is responsible for – where our national defence institutions and
security police exploit people on a large scale.

The EU Ethical Board argued that a public debate must occur and
there is a need to neutralise the threat against our minds and lives.
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Ethical aspects of ICT implants in the human body:

Opinion presented to the Commission
by the European Group on Ethics

MEMO/05/97, Brussels, 17 March 2005

The European Group on Ethics in Science and New Technologies
(EGE), chaired by the Swedish philosopher, Göran Hermerén,
adopted on 16 March 2005 Opinion N° 20 on the ethical aspects of
information and communication technologies (ICT) implants in the
human body and presented this to the Commission. The EGE is an
independent, multidisciplinary and pluralist advisory group, which is
composed of twelve members. Its role is to advise the European
Commission on how ethical values should be taken into consideration
in the regulation of scientific and technological developments.

At first sight ICT implants are ethically unproblematic if we think for
instance about cardiac pacemakers. However, although particular ICT
implants may be used to repair deficient bodily capabilities, others are
ethically more problematic, particularly if such devices are accessible
via digital networks. ICT implants, due to their network capability could
be misused in several ways for all kinds of social surveillance or
manipulation.
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The idea of placing ICT devices 'under our skin' in order not just to
repair but even to enhance human capabilities gives rise to science
fiction visions with threat and/or benefit characteristics. However, in
some cases, the implantation of microchips with the potential for
individual and social forms of control is already taking place.

The intimate relation between bodily and psychic functions is basic to
our personal identity. Neurosciences are developing very quickly. The
brain implants developed to alleviate tremors in Parkinson's disease
are only one example. They show that ICT implants may influence the
nervous system and particularly the brain and thus human identity as
a species as well as individual subjectivity and autonomy.

These are the essential reasons why ICT implants in the human
body have large and important ethical consequences. Not
surprisingly, the respect for human dignity has been the
fundamental basis of EGE discussions of where the limits should
be drawn for different applications of ICT implants.
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As already mentioned, ICT implants can be used both for health and
for non-medical purposes. Both types of implants clearly require
informed consent. This information should not only concern possible
benefits and health risks but also risks that such implants could be
used to locate people and/or obtain access to information stored in
these devices without the permission of the individuals in whom the
devices are implanted.

Although the necessity for research can sometimes be questioned,
new knowledge is essential for the development of individuals and
societies. However, the freedom of research has to be restricted by
respect for other important values and ethical principles.
Nevertheless, the ethical notion of the inviolability of the human body
should not be understood as a barrier against the advancement of
science and technology but as a barrier against its possible misuse.

In its Opinion, the EGE makes the general point that non-medical
applications of ICT implants are a potential threat to human
dignity and democratic society.
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Obviously, the principles of data protection need to be applied to this
area, since data about the human body can be generated via such
implants. The privacy and confidentiality of such data need to be
guaranteed. The EGE stresses the importance that not only the
individual has the right to protect his or her own personal data but that
society should take care that online and surveillance systems, where
they are permitted, should not become systems of untenable
restriction or even negation of basic rights. This should be particularly
considered in case such systems become part of health systems in
which data is permanently or occasionally transmitted to other parties.
The use of ICT implants in order to obtain remote control over the will
of people should be strictly prohibited.

ICT implants could be used to enhance physical and mental
capabilities. Efforts should be made to make sure that such ICT
implants are not used to create a two class society or to increase the
gap between the industrialized countries and the rest of the world.
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Access to ICT implants for enhancement should only be for the
purpose of bringing children or adults into the “normal” range for the
population (normal meaning the conditions that generally prevail and
that are not caused by genetic malfunction, disease or deficiency and
lacking observable abnormalities), if they so wish and have given their
informed consent. A second permissible purpose would be to improve
health prospects, such as enhancing the immune system to be
resistant to HIV for example. As for health purposes, access to ICT
implants for enhancement purposes should be based on need rather
than on economic resources or social position.

The EGE insists that surveillance applications of ICT implants may
only be permitted if the legislator considers that there is an urgent and
justified necessity in a democratic society and that there are no less
intrusive methods. Nevertheless, the EGE does not favour such uses
and considers that surveillance applications, under all circumstances,
must be specified in legislation, and that surveillance procedures in
individual cases should be approved and monitored by an
independent court.
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A broad social and political debate is needed as to what kind of
applications should be accepted and legally approved, particularly
concerning surveillance and enhancement. A precautionary approach
is recommended by the EGE. The Member States and their national
ethics councils have a responsibility to create conditions for education
and constructive, well-informed debates in this area.

This field needs regulation. Currently, non-medical ICT implants in the
human body are not explicitly covered by existing legislation,
particularly in terms of privacy and data protection. In the EGE's view,
implantable devices for medical purposes should be regulated in the
same way as drugs when the medical goal is the same, particularly as
such implants are only partly covered by Council Directive 90/385/
EEC on the approximation of the laws of the Member States relating
to active implantable medical devices. The EGE recommends that the
European Commission should launch legislative initiatives in these
areas of ICT implant applications.
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Love and Light,

Rauni



The development of 'non-lethal' weapons continues to take place without
regulation and public control, reaching an unchecked peak in 2021.

MarketsandMarkets
Directed Energy Weapons Market by Technology – 2021

The directed energy weapons market is projected to grow from USD 6.87 Billion in
2016 to USD 24.45 Billion by 2021, at a CAGR of 28.90% from 2016 to 2021. …
The directed energy weapons market has been analyzed primarily on the basis of
technologies, including high energy laser, high power microwave, and particle
beam through the period of 2016 to 2021, considering 2015 as the base year. …
The directed energy weapons market is a highly dynamic and has high growth
potential for several reasons, such as the changing geo-political dynamics of the
global economy as well as the increasing incidences of armed conflicts, violence,
and terrorism, among others.

Defense News, March 15, 2021
Hypersonic and directed-energy weapons: Who has them, and who’s
winning the race in the Asia-Pacific?

MELBOURNE, Australia, ISLAMABAD, NEW DELHI, and WASHINGTON – A
number of countries in the Asia-Pacific region are caught up in the global
hypersonic and directed-energy weapons race, with these regional powers having
either developed or publicly stated intentions to develop such technology. …

The Defense Post, February 24, 2021
US Army Set to Make Quantum Leap With Ultra-Short Pulse Laser
Technology

The US Army has begun soliciting developers to build a laser weapon system that
emits an ultra-short burst of highly intense energy to destroy targets. New Scientist
has reported that a prototype of the ultra-short pulse laser (USPL) system is
expected to be ready by August 2022.

Multiple Ways of Destroying Targets

The new system will emit a terawatt (equivalent to a million megawatt) of energy in
a brief burst of 200 femtoseconds (one quadrillionth of a second), compared to the
High Energy Laser with Integrated Optical-dazzler and Surveillance, or HELIOS,
that features a laser of around 60 kilowatts (one megawatt is equivalent to 1,000
kilowatts) of power.

.... and more!
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